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Three Sisters future development 

Present Three Sisters Development Undermining: 
As part of the evaluation of the present development some seismic tests were performed. Unfortunately these tests 
missed A LOT of undermining and sinkholes. Myself, who used to work as a seismic engineer for an oil exploration 
company and a couple of ex Canmore miners noticed that the seismic crew missed a number of obvious sinkholes. I 
pointed some of these locations to the seismic crew but they refuted the information. 

Some of these were OBVIOUS to the naked eye, others showing no visual signs. They even included one under the then 
new Three Sisters Parkway that failed sometime after but had pointed out to the engineers at the time! 
Note that I believe many of these mine workings would NEVER be marked on the mining maps, A lot of mines were never 
mapped, (tax evasion). 

This is similar, but on a much larger scale to the Rundle Development where a number of mine working were discovered 
AFTER / DURING construction. This includes at least one house there that was built OVER A DEEP SINKHOLE, 
discovered and covered up when digging for the foundation!!!  Friend of mine almost lost his backhoe!! 

Proposed Three Sisters Development: 
The area where the next golf course was proposed is EVEN MORE dangerous and will never pass a ground stability 
evaluation by competent engineers and should be fenced off. It is not even guaranteed safe as a recreation area. 

Add into the above, the proposed wildlife corridor or really a Bear Food Selection Corridor is totally inadequate. 
For quality of life for existing Canmore residents the Three Sisters area of Canmore is already at its build limit in my 
opinion.  

If you still plan to go ahead and develop this area please accept that I want no future liability payments  on my taxes to 
pay for any mitigation / law suites after future major construction failures or related personal injury in this area. 

Brian Scowcroft.  Canmore Resident. 


